Sight Loss – A Life Lived Differently
Text-To-Speech Software
Dolphin Guide Connect
Smart Phone Accessibility

- **VoiceOver**: On
- **Zoom**: Off
- **Display & Text Size**: (not specified)
- **Motion**: (not specified)
- **Spoken Content**: (not specified)
- **Audio Descriptions**: Off

**Physical and Motor**
- **Touch**: (not specified)
- **Face ID & Attention**: (not specified)
- **Switch Control**: Off
- **Voice Control**: Off
- **Side Button**: (not specified)

**Main Menu**
- **Make A Call**: To Contact or Dial
- **Text Messages**: Read and write
- **Skype**: Voice and video calls
- **Emails**: Send and receive

**Accessibility Features**
- **Screen reader**: Get spoken audio guidance and special controls that help you navigate without needing to see the screen.
- **Visibility enhancements**: Change size, contrast, and colour to meet your needs.
- **Hearing enhancements**: Adjust the audio to help your hearing, or use alternatives like text.
- **Interaction and dexterity**: Enhance or replace touch interactions and other controls.
- **Advanced settings**: Manage Direct access and other advanced functions.
- **Installed services**: (not specified)
Iphone / Android Accessibility Features

**iPhone**
- Vision
- VoiceOver
- Zoom
- Display and text size
- Motion
- Spoken content
- Audio descriptions
- Physical and motor
- Accessibility Shortcut

**Android**
- TalkBack
- Display
- Controls
- Braille Display
- Captions
- Audio
• Ideal for anyone with sight loss, regardless of previous knowledge or experience
• In-built speech and magnification on every screen makes Synapptic suitable for any level of sight loss and can evolve with you if your sight changes
• Clear, simple menus and in-built voice recognition make navigation easy and intuitive
• Can be installed onto any Android phone or tablet running Android version 7 or above.
Splitter Box
Electronic Magnifiers

(Southampton Society for the Blind) is a local charity offering advice and support for people living with sight loss.

3 Bassett Avenue,
Southampton, SO16 7DP

Tel: (023) 8076 9882
Email: support@southamptonsight.org.uk
www.southamptonsight.org.uk
Electronic Magnifiers
ORCAM My Eye 2
ORCAM My Eye 2 Features

- Smart-Reading
- Facial Recognition
- Product Recognition
- Currency Recognition
- Barcode Reader
- Colour Recognition
- Orientation Features
ORCAM Read Features

- Smart-Reading
Access To Work

Access To Work is a government funded grant to help pay for practical support for those with mental or physical impairments in the workplace (including the home).

Funding is available for:

- support with managing mental health at work
- money to pay for communication support at job interviews
- BSL interpreters, lip speakers or note takers
- adaptations to vehicles
- taxi fares to work or a support worker if individual cannot use public transport
- a support worker or job coach to help in the workplace
Support

Support@SouthamptonSight.org.uk

023 80 769 882